KGS Consortium to Study Trends in Seismicity
Annual Meeting – July 23, 2019
Water Treatment Center
803 E. 23rd Avenue – Hutchinson, Kansas

TENTATIVE AGENDA

10:00 am  Introductions, Welcome – Rolfe Mandel
10:10 am  Consortium Status – Rick Miller
10:20 am  National Perspective on Induced Seismicity – Rex Buchanan
10:30 am  Network and Monitoring Results – Shelby Peterie
11:00 am  “Experiences with Solution-Mined Caverns and Associated Brine Disposal Wells in North America”
          Joe Ratigan, Ratigan Engineering and Consulting

Noon    Lunch

12:45 pm  Consortium Website/Earthquake Mapper – Mike Killion
1:10 pm  Recent Publications on Mid-continent Induced Seismicity – Shelby Peterie
1:30 pm  Update on Arbuckle Data-gather, Publication – Dave Newell
2:15 pm  Consortium Future Activities, Discussion – Rick Miller
3:00 pm  Tour of Hutchinson Reverse Osmosis operations (optional)